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Abstract'-	 _ 

This paper presents a methodology to analyse the inflationary process in 
Spain. It is based on forecasts of the Consumer Price Index using quantitative 
models to obtain a measure of underlying inflation and the expected medium-term 
value of the annual price growth rate, which is called inertia in the paper. Every 
time a new observation becomes available, the study of the underlying inflation and 
inertia allows to be performed a systematic analysis of the inflationary process. 

The estimation of underlying inflation and inertia has also proven useful to 
improve the measurement of some important economic indicators such as inflation 
differentials and ex-ante real interest rates. 
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this paper presents a summarized description of 
the methodology followed to analyse systematieally the 
inflationary process in Spain. The approach is set forth 
in seetion 1. 

The assessment of the inflationary siluation 
through eaeh new auaiblable obseruation of the Consumer 
Pri ce 1ndex (CPI) requi res quanti latiue model s capable of 
explaining the behauiour underlying each nE'W datum (see 
seeUon 2 ). These models also enable the series lo be 
extended with foreeasts and the underlying behauiour of 
prices and inflation to be estimated, as set out in 
seetion 3. With these forecasts and the estimation of the 

underlying behauiour of prices, the methodology pr'oposed 
(section 4) is designed to answer the following question5: 

1.	 Are price mouements accelerating, deeelerating or 
undergoing constant growth? 

2.	 15 this situation going to continue? 
3.	 What i5 the most adequate measurement of the 

inflalion differential with respect to other 
coúntries? 

4.	 How are the mosl releuanl real interest rates 
changing aeeording to preuious diagnostics? 

Considering the nalure of the informalion 
auailable in Spain, price models are also required to 
eslimate lhe inflalionary effecls of the introduction of 
Value Added Tax in 1986, as a consequenee of Spainls 
accession lo lhe EEC. The quantification of these effects 
is necessary to estimate adequately underlying inflation 
and lo measure with some accuracy the inflation 
different.ial with respect to other countries. 
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Proper follow-up of the inflation differential 
with respect ~o given groups of countries is essential in 
any analysis of the inflationary situation (see section S) 
since it provides us, among other things, with means which 
are helpful for 
implement economic 
resul ts are used 

e rates. 
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formulating an opinion with which to 
policy. In section 6 the inflation 

to provide estimates of real interest 
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1.	 APPROACH AND RELEUANT PRICE SERIES 

e 
The inflation analysis must be made on final 

price indexes. In the Spanish economy, the only final 
price thatcan be readily observed is CPI. Moreover, this 
is the only final price irídex constructed on a monthly 
basis. Therefore, this study is based on that indexo 

[CHART 1] 

The data on consumer price index increases are 
f] uetuate s trongly . See, for example, chart 1. Thi s 
implies that the mere follow-up of these data is not 
directly useful to analyse thoroughly inflation in the 
Spanish economy. It is thus necessary to rnake a thoroughe 
quantitatiue study of the time series of the prices 
con ce r ned , a nd s uch s t: udy I1IU S t be des i 9ned in a ecor dan ce 
with the objectives pursued with the inflation analysis. 

These objectives are usually the following: 

1)	 to evaluate to what extent a new datutn observed 
in the price index is good or bad; 

e 
2)	 to predict the values of CPI in the short and 

rnedium run; 

3)	 to estimate the underlying price trend; and 
( 

4)	 to analyse this underlying trend considering: 

a.) its underlying velocity; 

/' 
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b)	 its improvement or deterioration with respect 
to former estimations; 

e 
c) comparing it with medium-term forecasts. 

Before going on, we must establish the degree of 
price aggregation we shall work with. for this, we must 
take into account the fact that the same inflation level 
inthe total aggregate index, CPI, may eorrespond to very 
different situations, since: 

a)	 the trend s and cy el i cal behaviour of the 
components of the total index may be quite 
different and may not offset each other; 

b)	 the steps taken to eurb inflation may differe 
according to the trends of the various priees 
included in the aggregate. 

Therefore, the aggregation level must be selected 
according to a) and b) and to the objeetives of the 
ana1ysis. To investigate the 
of al1 the eomponents of ePI 
have not performed. Instead, 
fi~e basic eomponents shown( 

trends and eyelieal behaviour 
1s a painstaking task that we 

we have broken down CPI into 
in table 1 and we have studied 

theil~ eharacteristies separately. It was aseertained that 
these eomponents exhibit different trends (see ehart 2) 

making advisable to analyse the total aggregate starting 
from the specifie analyses of these five components. 

e 
[TABLE 1] 

(CHART 2] 
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This 'is not the best solution. but it definite1y 
incorpora tes a minimum disaggregation 1eve1 starting from 

e which the CPI shou1d be ana1ysed. 

Based on the componentes of tab1e l. certain 
intermediate aggregates are obtained whose trends are a1so 
usefu1 to ana1yse. Thes~ intermediate aggregates are 
defined in tab1e 1. 

Ana1ysis of the basic components of CPI evidences 
the existence of a very erratic item -the non-processed 

r"
'- food price index (NPF) and of another item that ",oves in 

steps -energy prices-. The 1atter are officia1 prices and 
their ",ov~1ments. of a rathey' deterministic natuY'e. shou1d 
to be considered on a specia1 basis to obtain the 
under1ying trend of CPI. but we sha11 return to that 
subject 1ater. As regards the non-processed food (NPF) 
Pt~iCEl index. chaY't 2 shows that the growth rates of its 
trend f1uctuate around those of the trends of the other 
non-energy components of CPI. Likewise. chaY't 3 shows that 
the re1ationship between NPF and CPISN (price index of 
services and non-energy processed goods) f1uctuates around 
a va1ue that has been re1ative1y stab1e since 1980. A11 
the above demostrate that, to ana1yse the under1ying 
inf1ation in the Spanish economy, the prices of 
non-proces sed food shou1d be exc1uded from CPI. rnain1y in 
periods of stab1e re1ative prices (1). 

[CHART 3] 
e 

This argument may a1so be app1ied to officia1 
energy prices. Thus. in periods in which the Y'e1ative 
energy prices with respect to other prices are not 
expected to change in the medium run. the former may be 
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excluded from CPI in order to analyse the underlying 
inflation of the economy.

1'

'--. 

latero on, we shall see how the underlying trend 
in any time series could be estimated, but at this stage 
it should be emphasized that, in periods of a certain 
stability of relative prices around a constant value, the 
underlying inflation may be studied better in the consumer 
price index for services and non-energy processed goods 
(CPISN) than in the overall consumer price indexo 

Moreover, the basket of goods and services CPISN 
comprises is less sensitive than the basket of CPI to 
price variations of their components. for th1s redson, 
CPISN is probably more representative of the cost of 
living than CPI when non-processed food prices fall or 
ri s e, s trongly but trans i tor:i.ly, w1 th res pe ct to the other 
goods. Thus, al though it 1s true that the Spanish economy 
tend s to be i ndexEld on él pri ce 1 ndex, we can say that as 
long as the CPI fluctuates around CPISN, in the medium 

(. 
run, index:i.ng 1s performed around CPISN. furthermore, even 
in the short run, agents will be more willing to index 
below CPI in periods in which the underlying inflation of 
CPI stands above the underlying inflation of CPISN than in 
periods in which CPISN stands above CPI. 

for all these reasons, CPISN is recommended as 
the relevant index, at least for a medium-term analysis. 
In any event, it will always be advisable to analyse 
j nflation at the level s of CPI and CPISN. Thus, when CPI 
stands below CPISN, it is dangerous to assume that 
inflation will consolidate around the underlying level of 
CPI and not around the underlying level of CPISN. 
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2. QUANTITATIVE MODELS FOR INFLATION ANALVSIS 

To evaluate a new observation, to predict the 
future values of a time series and/or to estimate the 
underlying trend, it is necessary to have quantitative 

models capable of explaining how the data arise. 

Quantitative models may be classified, according 
to the information level used, into univariate, leading 
indicator and econometric models. Univariate models use 
the mínimum information possible: the observed values of 
the series under review. In these models, the current 
value of a time series is explained according to its past 
values, giving rise what are known as ARIMA models; they 
may be extended by including dummy explanatory variables, 
mainly of binary type, to capture important atypical 
movements recorded by the time series. These movements are 
due to insti tutional causes lhat must be incorporated an 
exogenously since they are not included in the regular 
behaviour of the economic series. 

For the purpose of this article, we term as a 
leading indicator an econornic variable which !noves ahead 
of the dependent variable (ePI, in our case). Leading 
indicator models are models that include leading 
indicators as explanatory variables. We shall consider the 
following indicators in this study: industrial prices, 
import prices and agricultural prices. 

Structural econometric models specify a 
relationship between the variable under review and a set 
of explanatory variables according to a given economic 
theory. By solving structural models, we obtain 
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reduced-form models. Therefore, in the latter, the causal 
variables determined within the structural system have 
been replaced by the variables that determine them in turno 

Slructural econometric price models are, for 
instance, mark-up models. At the monthly level on which w~ 

based our study, mark-up models cannot be constructed for 
the Spanish economy, since a significant portion of the 
cost variables included in these models is not observed on 
a monthly basis. An alternative could be to formulate 
condensed mark-up models in which consumer prices are 
explained as a function of a domestic wholesale price 
i ndex -i n our case, the consumer goods i ndus tr ial pri ce 
index, INPI- as a variable that embodies the production 
cos t:s of domestic production goods, a foreign wholesale 
price index -the consumer goods import price index 
denominated in pesetas, IMPI- as a variable that embodies 
production at-border costs of foreign production goods 
and, perhaps, an agricultural price index, API, as an 
indicator of raw material costs. 

The INPI and API variables are observed monthly, 
but. IMPI data are availabl~ only on a quarterly basis. 
Therefore ,IMPI has been interpolated monthly, using the 
monthly information onthe nominal effective peseta value. 
When this IMPI variable, thus interpolated, is entered in 
a condensed mark-up model, it does not appear to be 
significant in any of the consumer price indexes. 
Agricultural prices appear significant only explaining the 
non-processed food and the wholesale price index is an 
indicator for th~ consumer prices of processed foou and 
non-energy industrial products. For the service component 
of ePI we could not find an adequate indicator, therefore 
for this index we shall use univariate models. 
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forecasts with leading indicator modE:!ls are more 
efficient than univariate predictions but less so than 
econometric ones. In our study, we use agricultural prices 
and consumer goods wholesale. prices as indicators. The 
univariate models currently being used are those proposed 
by Espasa et al., 1984, but their estimation has been 
updated. Leading indicator models have been published in 
Matea, 1989. 
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3.	 ESTIMATION OF UNOERLYING INFLATION ANO 
LONG-RUN EXPECTATIONS 

( 

The underlying path in a time series is a signal, 
or non-observable component, representing a robust line 
around which the original ~eries oscillates. 

When dealing with a price index, it is advisable 
to distinguish between the original series, which 
represents a price level, and the inflation series, which 

(	
we define as the series obtained by applying annua1 rates, 

" . 
month over the same month of the previous year (T~2)' 
to the original series. Hence, the underlying path of a 
price index will be the trend of its corresponding ti.me 
series and the underlying inflation wi11 be given by the 

annual rate (T~2) of the trend of this indexo 

For consumer price indexes, i t can be seen that 
the annual growth rates T: 2 of their trends are in 

( 
1ine wi th the rates of growth of the twelve-monlh mean 
over the preceding non-overlapping twelve-month mean of 

T12the original price data. We denote by this type12 
of annualgrowth. Therefore, the rate of growth T~~ 
of a price index is an acceptable estimation of the 

( corresponding underlying inflation. 

The observed values of the consumer price 
inflation are the monthly rates of growth of CPI. We ca11 
this series the basic increments of prices (BIP). But BIP 
is not a good indicator of inflation and many analysts 
have proposed alternative measures, see, for instance, 
Moore, 1983, and Rhoades and Elhawary-Rivet, 1983. These 
measures will be useful indicators--tf'¡ they are a smoothed 

I 

(.	 version of BIP and at the same time ar~in phase with BIP. 

\ 
./ 
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Our' measure for under1ying inf1ation -the 
12T12 growth rate of CPI wi11 be in phase with BIP if 

we lag it twe1ve periods. When we do so we say lhat lhe 
T12 

12 growlh rate is correcl~y centered. and we sha11 
proceed in lhat way for the rest of the paper (2). 

( 

To ca1cu1ate the correct1y centered va1ue of rate 
T~~ at moment l. it is necessary to know the va1ues 
of lhe series at t+l.t+2 •... l+ll that are unknown at 

moment t. We propose to ca1cu1ate this rate T~~ 
using predictions for the non-observed va1ues. It can be 
seen that lhis inf1ation measure genera1ized Moore's 
proposa1 and gives a current indic~lion of under1ying 
inflalion. 

\. 
This way of ca1cu1ating under1ying inf1ation is 

valid for the non-energy components of CPI. Energy prices 
move in steps, hence exhibiting a delerministic lrend. 
Therefore, for lhe energy goods price index, under1ying 

inflation is estimaled as rate T~2' assigned to lhe 
last observation entered in lhe calcu1alion thereof, of 
lhe original series. Thus, sudden changes in energy prices 
are not averaged over t.ime but assigned to their 
under]ying inflalion al the momenl in which they occur. 

\ The growth rates accumulated over the 1ast twe1ve 

months, T~2' which are wide1y pub1icised by the mass 
media, cannol be used to ref1ect lhe under1ying inf1ation 
of the various price indexes due to their excessive 
osci11ations (see chart 4). 

[CHART 4] 

/ 

'.' 
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In fact, the following-up of underlying inflation 

lhrough ePI rate T~2 was highly misleading in 1986, 
mainly in March and September. These misleading effects 
could be palliated using pric~ forecasts that enable it to 
be seen quite clearly that rises or falls are interpreted 
as stable were going to stop in the following months. The 

message of rate T: 2 was· also quite misleading at lhe 
beginning and end of 1987. 

In analyzing inflationthere is another concept 
of 9rea t importance, i t i s the ex pe etad medium-run value 
of lhe annual price growth rale, which we call inertia. In 
ARIMA models lhis inertia can be calculated from the 
forecasling funclion and is related to the trend-component 
of this function studied by Box et al., 1987. This 

\.	 lrend-component contains a time polynomial of degree d-1, 
where d is the number of positive unit roots of the 
non-slationary autoregressive operator of the ARIMA modelo 
It also contains al'ld ddlnped tarms based on the roots of 
the slationar'y autoregr'essive op~lrator. These dampE:!d ler'ms 
tend to zero and can be ignored and, therefore, in the 
medium-run the trend-component of the forecasting 
functions ~nly contains a time polynomial. 

If lhe number of positive unit roots is two, as 
is lhe case with the time series used in this paper, this 
polynomial is a straighl line and our concept of inertia 
is the slope of this line in annualized terms. Therefore, 
given lhe origin of lhe forecast, the inertia for lhese 
models is a constant. The same argument applies when these 
variables are explained by leading indicalor or struclural 
economelric models. 
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This inertia changes wit.h the origin of the 
forecast, which means it changes with the initial 

(, 
conditions of the system. 

When the expected annual price growth rate in the 
medium-run, or inertia, is calculated with complete 

st.ructural econometric models, it constitutes an adequate 
estimation of medium-term inflationary expectations, and 
is, in fact, the inflation equilibrium level. When inertia 
is calculated wi th other types of model, whether 
econometric or not, it will constitute an acceptable 

e	 approximation of the inflation equilibrium level, i f no 
subst.antial changes are expected in causal variables. 

<. . 

<. 
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4. METHODOLOGY 10 ANALYSE lHE INFLA1IONARY SITUATION 

The underlying inflation chart (see chart S) is a 
key instrument for ana1ysing the inf1ationary situation of 
the Spanish economy. 

[CHART S] 

This chart shows whether the price trend is: 

1.	 acce1erating (in which case, the 1ast ua1ues of 
the underlying inf1ation are increasing). 

2.	 decelerating (in which case, the 1ast ua1ues of 
the under1ying inf1ation are decreasing). 

3.	 stagnant (in which case, the 1ast ua1ues of the 
underlying inf1ation are practica11y constant). 

It shou1d be taken into account that, as the 
under1ying inf1ation is estimated through the centered 

12rate the 1ast ua1ues -at moment t the ua1ues ofTj2 , 
the T~2 córresponding to moments t-j for j 1ess than 
twe1ve- are calculated with predictions, so these ua1ues 
are being revised as new information appears. Thus, the 
comparison of the under1ying inf1ation ua1ues. as 
reuisions are made, a110ws one to deduce whether 
inflationary prospects are improuing or noto 

Therefore, through the contemporaneous under1ying 
inf1ation path, we can ana1yse whether prices are 
acce1erating, dece1erating or growing at a constant ra te 
and, through reui s ion, as more information becomes 
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available, we can see whether inflationary prospects are 
improving or deteriorating in the short-run. However, i t 
is no doubt advisable to analyse whether the current 
situation of price movements will persist in the future or 
whether lhere will be a turnaroud. This analysis may be 
performed by comparing the underlying inflation at moment 
t. wi lh the expected medium-term value of the annual price 
growth rate, which we have called inertia. 

The forecasting functions derived from the 
different price models allow one to predict from a given 
time horizon (2-5 years according to the series) an annual 
growth rate that remains practically constant from that 
point onwards. This constant is inertia and changes wi th 
the origin of the forecast, i. e. each time a new 
observalion becomes available and predictions for the 
future are updated. 

[TABLE 2] 

Table 2 shows the different circunstances that 
can be derived from the comparison between underlying 
inflation and inertia when trying to assess the 
inflationary situation and lhe persistence or not over 
time of current price movements. Table 3 presents an 
application of the methodology on the basis of information 
available to June 1990. 

[TABLE 3] 

Inertia is calculated each time a new observation 
becomes available. By comparing the latest value of 
inertia wilh previous ones, it can be deduced whether 
medium-run inflationary expectations are improving or noto 
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Now we can ana1yse the inflationary situation on 
lhe bas i s of informa tion auai.1able up to June 1990. The 
underlying si tuation of the CPISN exhibi ts a decelerated 
growth (line A in chart A), there seem to exist a l11argin 
for deceleration to continue. The ualue of the underlying 
inflation in June 1990 is 6.3% and the medium-term 
expectations are 5.7% (see,chart 5 and tab1e 3). Comparing 
the under1ying inflation path in June 1990 (line A, chart 
S) with the path estimated in July 1989 (line B), when the 
Spanish Gouernment introduced certain restrictions to 
reduce inflation and to e1iminat other' m~croeconomic 

disequlibria, it can be obserued that the most recent 
estimati,on is worse than that made in Ju1y 1989. 

Therefore, it may be conc1uded that the inf1ationary 
situation has deteriorated in the short-run. Moreouer, 
cOlllparing the inertia in these two months, it may be 

\	 
concluded that in the ITIedium-term inflation expectations 
have improved slight1y. 

Chart 5 a1so shows how the inflationary situation was 
deteriorating from December 1989 to February 1990 and that 
since then the inflation prospects haue improued. 

- \ 
I 

\ 
\ 

/ 
/ 

." 
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5.	 INFLATIONARY SITUATION AND DIFFERENTIAL 
WITH RESPECT TO OTHER eOUNTRIES 

The analysis of the inflationary situation is 
important not only with regard to the internal equilibrum 
of an economy but also to its external equilibrium, since 
both are interrelated. 

Indeed, the inflation differential is significant 
both for trade flows and for the implementation of 
economic policy, particularly monetary policy. 

The inflation differential between one country 
and others should be calculated on the basis of the 
corresponding levels of underlying inflation, since the 
erTat,J,c: movem~!nts of the price growth rate do not provide 
information on the disequilibrium of the econolllY. Chart 6 
contains the underlying inflation for different countries, 
using ARIMA models to extrapolate the series at the end of 
the sample. We hav~! already discussed before what should 
be the most adequal:e measure of underlying inflation but 
certain comments are still necessary. 

(CHART 6] 

It is important to emphasize that, to calculate 
the differential, the levels of underlying inflation 
considered at'''e to be calculated net of indirect taxes, 
since the latter affect both domestic and imported 
production goods. 

For this reason, it would be a mistake to analyse 
the inflation differential between Spain and the EEe over 
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12the first months of 1987 using rates T12 without 
discounting the VAT effect (which is quite normal practice 

in certain· circ1es). If, in the case ofSpain, T~~ 
is used without discounting VAl, this rate exhibits a 
sharp fa11 in the first three months of 1987 because of 
the effects of the introduction of VAT took place in 1986 

(see chart 4). If the ~a1cu1ations are made in th~ 

erroneous way described above, the differentia1 with 
respect lo lhe EEC drops artificia11y from approximate1y 
4.6 percent in December 1986 to 2. S percent in January 
1987. On the conlrary, if lhe differenlia1 is ca1cu1aled 
according to lhe above recommendations, it declines from 
2. O percent in December 1986 lo 1.7 percenl in Januat~y 

1987, i.e. a sma11er va1ue lhan the former one. This 
implies that the differenlia1 gain actua11y took place in 
1986 a nd no t in 1987, a s i t wo u1d a ppear l: o be t he ca se 

from lhe T~~ rates nol adjusted for VAl. 

In lhe ca1cu1alion of the differentia1, it shau1d 
be pointed out that not on1y indirect taxes shou1d be 
eliminaled fram CPI but a1so the prices of final imported 
goods and nontradeab1e goods (3). This suggests that it 
would be preferab1e to ca1cu1ate the differentia1 on the 
who1esale price index, the construction of which does not 
include indirect taxes. However, this suggestion raises 
lhe problem that this index does not inc1ude the prices of 
services -for instance, tourism- which are undoubled1y 
significant in the differentia1. For these reasons, we 
still propose ca1cu1aling the differentia1 as described 
above, warning however that it is a1so best to complete 
the study on our competitiveness with other countries by 
calculating the differential on industrial prices and 
anal ysing i f the pos sib1e di fferences between both 
different.ials may be exp1ained by the service price trend 
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or if they are due to the prices of final imported goods 
or non-tradeable goods. In this latter case, the( 

differential obtained through ePI will have to be 
corrected, even if on a subjective basis. 

e 

e 

( 

( 
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6. MEASUREMENT AND PATH OF REAL INTEREST RATES 

( The estimation of inflationary expectations i5 
relevant per se as long as the expected inflation rate i5 
an argument to be taken into account in the behaviour 
functions of some economic variables, for instance, in 

(	 money demand, in nominal. interest rate equations, etc. 
Moreover, the estimation of the expected inflation rate is 
necessary to have adequate measurements of the real 
interest rates of the economy which are key variables in 
transmitting the effecls of monetary policy throughout the 

( , real sector. 

It should be emphasized that inflationary 
expectations depend on the time scale within which lhe 
economic agent~ are performing their plans. Thus, 
expectat.iol"ls are nol: the same in the short as in lhe 
medium-run. 

In the medium-run, inflationary expectations ar'e 
measured by annual growths over expected prices. Thus, the 
seasonal component di sappears. However, in the s hort run, 
expected inflation may contain a seasonal variation. Then, 
the seasonal behaviour of prices would give rise to 
interpretation problems when comparing short and 
medium-term real interest rates. Hence, it is advisable to 
eliminate the seasonal component from the calculation of 
the short-term expected inflation rate. 

Yet if inflation rates incorporate information on 
the economic situation (see Litterman and Weiss, 1983), 
the seasonal price variations hardly provide any 
information on the internal and external disequilibria of 
the economy. Therefore, both in the short and in the 

¡ e! 
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medium-run, it would seem advisable to determine the 
expected inflation rate on the basis of the expected price 
trend. 

e 
The expectations estimated in this paper are not 

true expectations, since they do not embody all the 
information existing in t.he system, nor do they do so 
efficiently. However, they are consistent expectations and 

e may thus be used for the purposes pursued here. 

The estimation of the future values of the price 
trend is thus necessary if it is intended to approximate 
to inflationary expectations. With lhe methodology 
presented here for the inflationary analysis, it seems 
justified to "measure" these expectations through the 

underlying trend (T~~ centred wi th predictions) of 
the set~vices and non-energy processed good component of 
CPI (CPI5N). 

1n the s hort run -one year or les $- the 
underlying inflation forecast for the relevant time scale 
seems a good indicator of inflationary expectations.e 

On the other hand, in the medium-run, these 
expectations will be better approximated through the 
est.imated value towards which the trend tends in the 

( medium-run, called price inertia. 

"Ex~ante" real interes trates are non-observable 
variables that must be approximated in sorne way. The 
practice of approximating to contemporaneous expected 
inflation by actually observed inflation rates implies 
that the economic agents are systematically mistaken in 
the forrnation of thei r expectations. Therefot"'e, i t would 
SE!elO more advisable to approximate to these expected 

e 

( 
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inflation rates assuming that the agents "learn" from the 
systematic movements observed in the inflation rate. Thus, 
the "ex-ante" real interest rates estimated here 
consti tute a better approximation to non-observable real 
interest rates than the real interest rates obtained 
through the inflation rates observed at each moment, if we 
assume that agents are not short-sighted and that, as is 
the case in Spain, the inflation rata trend does not 
respond to a stochastic random walk process. 

The interest rates selected in this paper are: 

a)	 Interbank three-month deposito 

b)	 Domestic yield on Government debt maturing in two 
years or more. 

e)	 Treasury bilIs. 

d)	 Loans maturing in 1-3 years. 

e)	 Loans maturing in over 3 years. 

(CHART 7] 

In chart 7 we offer the selected "ex-ante" real 
interest rates from January 1988 to June 1990. 

/ 
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NO'l ES 

(l)	 The Bolet1n Económico (Banco de España) of February 
1987 includes an art.icle by Juan José Camio in which 
he analyses a series of reasons, related to the 
treatment given to seasonal goods in CPI, for which 
the monthly movements of the non-processed food 
consumer price index does not represent the actual 
behauiour of the relevant prices. 

(2)	 When the centre of a moving average lies between two 
months we assign it to the last of these two months. 

(3)	 We are· grateful to José Viñals for drawing our 
attention to this point. 
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1. Basic components of CPI 

A) Non-processed food (15.46) 

CPI B) Processed food (17.S6~) 

(100%)	 C) Non-energy industrial .products (25.74~) 

O) Services (34.2~) 

E) Energy (7S) 

Useful	 intermediate aggregates 

1) A+B, food (33.02%)
 

2) C+O+E, non-food (66.geS)
 

3) B+C+O, services and non-energy processed goods
 

(CPIS~) (77.54S) 

e 

e 

e 



2. Underlying inflation and inertia 

Inertia smaller	 Inertia equal to Inertia greater 
than current	 current under tllan current 
underlying in	 lying inflation underlying in
nation	 flatíon 

Decelerating	 Margin for de- Deceleration Price deceler
oprices celer'ation to tends to ation may be 
continue stagnate converted into 

acce ler'ation 

Constcmt growth	 Constant in Constant in Constant increase 
in prices	 crease may be crease expected may be converted 

conved.:ed into to continue at into acceleration 
deceleration the same rate 

Accelerating	 Acceleration Acceleration Margin for 
prices	 may be con may be converted acce1eration 

ver··ted into into con~tant to continue 
de ce le rat ion growth-_.....__.......__..._.._-----

e 

e 

e 

e 



3. Analysis of consumer price index situation 

. (using leading indicator models) 

INFLATIONARY 
COMPONENT UNDERLYING SITUATION OF PRICE EXPECTATIONS 

Nature (Inertia) 

Price level Innation 

PROCESSED Foao DECELERATED GROWTH 4.8'1 3.4'1. Margin for deceler
e (17.56'1) (worse than April forecast) ation to continue 

NON-PROCESSED FOOO DECELERATED GROWTH 4.6 4.5'1. Margin for deceler
(15.46'1) (better than May forecast) ation to continue 

FOOO DECELERATED GROWTH 4.7'1 3.9'1. Margen for deceler
(33.02'1) (better than May for'ecast) ation to continue e 
SERVICES DECELERATED GROWTH 8.6'1 8.1'1.Margin for deceler
(34.24'1) (similar to April and May ation to continue 

forecast) 

NON-··ENERGY INDUSTRIAL START OF DECELERATED GROWTH 4.4'X. 3.4'1. Margin for deceler
(25.74'1) (worse than April and May ation to continuee forecast) 

NON-FOOD CONSTANT GROWTH 6.8'1 6.0'X.. Constant increase 
(66.98'1) (similar to May forecast) may be converted into 

deceleration. 

SER VICES , NON-ENERGY DECELERATED GROWTH 6.3'1 5.7'1. Margin for decelere 
PROCESSEO GOODS (similar to May forecast) ation to continue 
(77 .54'%.) 

TOTAL DECELERATED GROWTH 6.1'1 5.3'1. Margin for deceler
(100'%.) (better than May forecast) ation continue. 

ei 

e 
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1. MONTHLY INCREASES IN CONSUMER PRICE INDEX 
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2. ANNUAL GROWTH RATES OF THE TRENOS OF NON-ENERGY 

COMPONENTS OF C.PI 
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e (4). SERVICES. 

ANNUAL GROWTH RATE Of ENERGY PRleE INDEX 
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3. NPF/CpiSN' 
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4. T 1~ ANO T 12 OF CONSUMER PRICE INOEX
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5. UNDERLVING INFLATION OF CPISN 
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6. UNDERLVING INFLATION 
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7. EX-ANTE REAL RATES� 
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